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Abstract—Positive emotions are of great significance to people’s daily life, such as human-computer/robot interaction. However, the

structure of extensive positive emotions is not clear yet and effective standardized inducing materials containing as many positive

emotional categories as possible are lacking. Thus, this article aims to establish a Chinese positive emotion database (CPED) to (1)

effectively elicit positive emotion categories as many as possible, (2) provide both the subjective feelings of different positive emotions

and a corresponding peripheral physiological database, and (3) explore the structure and framework of positive emotion categories. 42

video clips of 16 positive emotion categories were screened from 1000þ online clips. Then a total of 312 participants watched and rated

these video clips during which GSR and PPG signals were recorded. 34 video clips that met hit rate and intensity standards were

systemically clustered into four emotion categories (empathy, fun, creativity and esteem). Eventually, 22 film clips of these four major

categories formed the CPED database. A total of 84 features from GSR and PPG signals were extracted and entered into RF, SVM,

DBN and LSTM classifiers that serves as baseline classification methods. A classification accuracy of 44.66 percent for four major

categories of positive emotions was achieved.

Index Terms—Positive emotion, emotional film clip, emotion elicitation, PPG, GSR

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

TRADITIONAL emotion categories put emphasis on negative
emotion types which were mainly used for psychologi-

cal disease diagnosis and analysis. However, with the
development of internet social activities and human com-
puter/robot interaction, positive emotions play more and
more important roles in people’s daily life [1] and have
raised great concern with the development of positive psy-
chology [2].

Positive emotions have been defined and studied as emo-
tion with positive valence (generally feeling good) [3].
Admittedly, most research on emotion recognition in the
field of affective computing mainly focused on affective
dimensions such as valence (from negative to positive) and
arousal (from calmness to activation) of emotions rather
than discrete emotion categories [4], [5]. For example, the
widely used emotion database such as DEAP was con-
structed based on valence and arousal dimensions [6]. There

are two possible reasons for the lack of research on the cate-
gorical classification of different positive emotions.

First, positive emotion was usually treated as a homoge-
nous group, e.g., in Ekman’s six basic emotions (happiness,
sadness, fear, anger, surprise and disgust) [7], only happi-
ness is generally recognized as positive emotion. But posi-
tive emotion can also be regarded as a class of emotions
including pride, contentment, amusement, love and so on.
And these lower-level positive categories are under the
umbrella of happiness, sharing the same feeling of happi-
ness together [3].

Second, different positive emotions correlate with each
other highly on subjective feelings compared to negative
emotions, which is difficult to distinguish from each other
[8]. However, recent study found that self-reported emo-
tional experience was better captured by emotion categories
such as “amusement” which is more frequently used in
daily life than by ratings of widely measured valence and
arousal dimensions [9].

It was pointed out that different positive emotion catego-
ries might reflect different adaptive functions and promote
different responses to the potential reward offered by the
environment (e.g., pursuing opportunities and building
resources [10]). For example, feeling gratitude was reported
to be the motivator of self-improvement and positive
change of individual [11], and amusement could serve as a
coping strategy that can enhance well-being and resilience
[12]. These results could provide inspiration for the applica-
tion of positive emotional interaction in the future. Thus,
exploring the mechanism, recognizing accurately and
applying positive emotions are of vital importance [13].

To sum up, the structure of extensive positive emotion
categories on subjective feelings and standardized database
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specifically for positive emotions remain to be explored. The
aim of this paper is to establish effective positive emotion-
inducing material database and explore the structure of pos-
itive emotion categories, which could lay the foundation for
further positive emotion recognition and analysis studies
both from the perspective of theory and application.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Existing Positive Emotion Materials

Various methods have been utilized to induce emotion
through different types of materials such as words and texts
[14], pictures (such as the International Affective Picture
System, IAPS [15]), sounds (such as the International Affec-
tive Digitized Sounds, IADS [16]) and so on.

Compared to other emotion-inducing materials, emo-
tional video clips have been widely used in both psycholog-
ical research [17], [18] and emotion recognition and analysis
research [19], [20]. One explanation is that film-induced
emotional states overcome some of the fundamental reli-
ability issues that arise from other emotional materials. Spe-
cifically, scenes from film clips are dynamic compared with
static images or sounds, and using the film clips is a more
realistic, easier to carry out task than the emotion imagina-
tion task [21].

It was suggested that conveyed emotion related to the
affective movie content (perceived emotions of the stimuli)
was different from the real feelings of audience (induced emo-
tion) that evoked by emotional videos [22]. Emotional
responses evoked in the audience might not be consistent
with the targeting emotion labeled by the movie plots created
with expectations of what emotions they intend the movie to
induce [23]. However, vague and brief instruction such as ‘the
emotional feelings during watching’ was utilized in existing
studies to guide participants to rate confused induced emotion
and conveyed emotion [24]. And the current study would
focus on the audience perspective ofmovie-induced emotions.

The widely used databases for emotion recognition
via physiological signals, such as MAHNOB-HCI [25],
DREAMER [26], SEED [27] and AMIGOS [28] were con-
structed based on dimensional model of emotion, such as 2-D
model (valence and arousal) or 3-D model (valence, arousal
and dominance). And each positive emotion in these data-
bases were all represented as a positive-valenced emotion
rather than a certain positive emotion category. To the best of
our knowledge, there’s no existing standardized database
especially for different categories of positive emotions. But
some of the existing studies have explored this issue from dif-
ferent perspectives. First, according to the dimensional model
of emotion, several emotion databases have been established
such as DEAP [6], BAUM-2 [29] and so on. Additionally,
researchers are beginning to use the film-induced EEG (elec-
troencephalogram) signals to classify different positive emo-
tions, most of them have focused on positive emotions with
different arousal levels [30]. For example, Wang, Nie and Lu
[31] have classified film-induced relax (low arousal) and joy
(high arousal) states with an accuracy of 66.51 percent using
the PSD (power spectral density) features extracted from EEG
signals. A similar classification between relax and joy using
EEG signals but different classifiers was also found in [32].

Notably, both the number of positive emotions and the
selection of specific emotions in most of the above-men-
tioned studies were determined empirically. Therefore, it is
questionable whether these studies could provide complete
coverage of all possible positive emotions. What’s more, it
was shown that self-reported emotional experience was bet-
ter captured by specific discrete emotions than by valence
and arousal dimensions [9].

To address these issues, a recent EEG study [33] has
adopted the ten positive emotion framework proposed by
Fredrickson [34]. In their study, film clips were employed to
elicit ten positive emotions which were further categorized
into three clusters, based on the subjective ratings from the
participants [33]. Further, the binary classification between
higher and lower ratings on these positive emotions and
the binary classification between three clusters achieved
accuracies of approximately 80 percent using spectral
power features extracted from EEG signals. Similar results
were reported in their follow-up fNIRS (functional near-
infrared spectroscope) study as well [35]. However, the
emotion-inducing materials were not standardized and val-
idated which were not enough to constitute a positive emo-
tion database.

2.2 Positive Emotion Categories

Admittedly, as a class of emotion, positive emotions were
difficult to distinguish from each other clearly from the per-
spective of category [3]. But some previous studies have
found that different positive emotion categories such as
awe, contentment, interest, love, and pride had respective
cognitive, physiological, and behavioral characteristics
which were closely related to particular functions distinc-
tively [36], [37]. Some researchers have made attempts to set
up theoretical models of positive emotion categories. As
proposed by Isgett and Fredrickson [38], ten representative
positive emotions were frequently experienced in people’s
daily life, including joy, gratitude, serenity, interest, hope,
pride, amusement, inspiration, awe and love. We intro-
duced each positive category as follows.

People will experience joy when their current circum-
stances present unexpected good fortune [38]. However, the
Chinese meaning of joy is not specific and is associated with
several positive feelings simultaneously such as gratitude,
pleasure and amusement to some extent [39], and therefore
it was not considered in our proposed database. Gratitude
is typically defined as an emotional state which emerges
when someone has achieved unexpected good fortune and
this positive outcome comes from another person [40].
Serenity is also called contentment, which is defined as the
feeling of comfortable and satisfying towards people’s cur-
rent circumstances [41]. It is often achieved after satisfying
one’s own desires and different people have their own
standards for their serenity. Because previous study
reported that it was difficult to elicit general feeling of
serenity using video clips [42], serenity was not considered
in our proposed database as well. Interest is defined as a
“knowledge-based” emotion which creates the urge to
explore and learn novel information [43]. Hope, opposed to
hopeless, arises in dire circumstances in which someone
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believes that something positive, which does not presently
apply to one’s life, could still materialize [44]. Pride is
defined as a manifestation of a strong self that inspires a
strong feeling similarity to others who are perceived strong,
as well as a distinction from weak others [45]. Amusement
as a typical positive emotion is frequently elicited by some
nonserious social incongruity events that violate expecta-
tions [46]. Inspiration arises when people witness human
excellence in some manner which motivate them to pursue
personal growth [41]. Awe is a complex emotion which
refers to an intense feeling of astonishment, wonder and
connectedness that emerges when people encounter some-
thing (e.g., artistic works, scientific discovery, natural
wonders) beautiful or powerful on a grand scale that tran-
scends previous knowledge schemas [47], [48]. Love refers
to the positive feeling that people experience in the context
of a safe, interpersonal connection or relationship [41]. It is
worthy of noting that love is a comprehensive emotion
which can be divided into different types of love according
to different types of attachments (e.g., maternal, romantic,
and peer attachments in [49]). Therefore, these three types
of love were considered simultaneously as three sub-cate-
gories in our study. Romance is experienced in a romantic
relationship and motivates approach towards a romantic
target [50]. Friendship refers to the friendly feeling and is
frequently experienced and reported in daily life [51]. Ten-
derness is characterized as a warm-and-fuzzy feeling cor-
responding to family love and attachment in present
study.

In addition to these representative positive emotion cat-
egories, there are still other positive emotions worth being
paid attention to. For example, it was recently found that
video clips could reliably elicit 27 distinct varieties of
reported emotional experience using self-report methods,
among which some positive categories were not included
in the representative categories mentioned above [9]. Aes-
thetic appreciation is defined as the emotion that emerges
when someone perceives and evaluates a stimulus (such as
art, literature, music, nature, or appealing sights and
sounds) for its aesthetic appeal or virtues [52]. Sympathy is
experienced when people witness other people or animal
that is hurt or suffering, and is experiencing a current need
[53], as a result of which it will lead to positive functions
such as an approach orientation and facilitating pro-social
behaviors [54]. Respect exhibits the endorsement that other
person is an individual of honor and worth [55]. Adoration
is a positive emotion towards excellence elicited by an out-
standing person or object that cannot be fully attained by
anyone else [56]. Craving is defined as the subjective sense
of wanting and being motivated to approach a certain
object (e.g., food, money), which is closely related to self-
regulation [57]. Relief refers to the aversion of an undesired
outcome [58].

Based on an extensive literature review, 16 categories of
positive emotions were initially taken into consideration in
our study: gratitude, interest, hope, pride, amusement,
inspiration, awe, romance, friendship, tenderness, aesthetic
appreciation, sympathy, respect, adoration, craving and
relief. We aimed to establish effective eliciting materials of
these 16 categories of positive emotions and explore the
structure and framework of these categories.

2.3 Autonomic Nervous System Features of
Positive Emotion

In addition to the most direct subjective feelings of different
positive emotion categories, physiological characteristics
also serve an important role in assessing and differentiating
emotional states [20]. Emotion recognition using physiologi-
cal features has raised great concern in the field of affective
computing [59]. Specifically, emotion recognition using sig-
nals from the neural responses of human central nervous
system (CNS) such as EEG has achieved great recognition
accuracy [20]. However, most EEG signals could only be
obtained in the laboratory due to low portability and incon-
venience of data collection setting. With the development of
wearable devices which can collect bio-signals from auto-
nomic nervous system (ANS, a part of peripheral nervous
system), emotion recognition attempts to use signals from
ANS which may further get higher applicability in real-
world scenarios. Note that ANS were actually recorded in
many of the EEG databases as well.

For example, a weightless and wearable electrocardio-
gram (ECG) device was created to collect ECG signals and
two important physiological features extracted from ECG
signals were reported to be most effective in differentiating
sadness, anger, fear and happiness [60]. Furthermore, an
overall accuracy for four-class recognition of amusement,
anger, grief, and fear induced by film clips was achieved
using fingertip blood oxygen saturation, galvanic skin
response (GSR) and heart rate. As for the valence and
arousal dimensions, a framework to recognize valence and
arousal in real time based on physiological signals collected
from the pervasive wearable device was proposed and eval-
uated under a common environment. It showed accuracies
of 75.57 percent for valence and 83.77 percent for arousal
using random forest classification algorithm [62].

Although previous studies found that different positive
emotions showed distinct physiological patterns [37], to the
best of our knowledge, there is no study paid attention to
recognize different positive emotion categories which are
experienced more frequently and naturally in daily life
using signals from ANS. If peripheral physiological features
are able to differentiate different positive emotional states,
wearable devices which can collect signals such as heart
rate, heart rate variability, skin conductance, respiration
rate, etc., should have a broader application prospect in the
field of positive emotion analysis and interaction. Fortu-
nately, some previous studies have demonstrated this
hypothesis initially. Addressing the functional need for
individuals under an evolutionary framework, a five-cate-
gory positive emotion set was proposed (anticipatory
enthusiasm, attachment love, nurturant love, amusement,
and awe) and their possible neurophysiological differences
were assessed [63]. Using static images to elicit these emo-
tions, the multi-dimensional ANS signals indeed revealed
significant distinct patterns. Moreover, fun, exciting, joy,
happy, cheerful and love states induced by music videos
could be successfully recognized using PPG signals [64].

Based on the findings of previous studies, one more pur-
pose of our present study is to acquire peripheral physiolog-
ical signals under positive emotional states through
wearable smart devices. Our study focused on two primary
signals, photoplethysmography (PPG) and GSR, which
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were reported to be sensitive to emotional changes [65], [66].
Conveniently small, unobtrusive devices such as smart-
watches are equipped with PPG sensor which can transmit
specific light wavelengths into skin tissue, and measure the
amount of light reflected back and thereby measure the
changing volume of blood in the tissue over time following
each pulse wave ejected from the heart [67]. On the other
hand, GSR is the electrical conductance of the skin and
depends on presecretory activity in the sweat glands [68].

2.4 Contributions of Present Study

Taken together, there are three major contributions of this
paper. First, our constructed emotion database was based on
a large sample (over 300 participants) compared to existing
databases. Thus, individual differences of subjective feelings
have been significantly reduced and the video clips were
more representative. Second, more positive emotion catego-
ries were collected from a large online video clip pool in our
constructed database than existing emotion databases. To
construct such a database, the present study followed the
approach outlined by Gross and Levenson [21] based on the
discrete conceptualization of emotion with the aim of
addressing as many discrete positive emotions as possible in
the Chinese culture. What’s more, the present study concen-
trated on the induced emotion, which was previously con-
fused with the conveyed emotion in most existing studies.
Last but not the least, both the subjective feelings of different
positive emotions and a physiological database correspond-
ing to emotional video database were also established. The
structure and framework of positive emotion categories
according to subjective feelings were explored. Physiological
signals from ANS when watching positive emotional video
clips were also collected. Meanwhile, GSR and PPG feature
system was established to recognize positive emotions. And
the current CPED database will be publicly available for
research on affective computing in the future.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 3 presents methods of establishment of positive emo-
tions database including the selection of video clips as
emotion-inducing materials and the acquisition of GSR and
PPG signals when individuals were watching these emo-
tional materials. First, video clip materials of origin emo-
tional labels were collected and evaluated by participants.
Second, selected clips based on origin categories were clus-
tered into main categories according to the similarity of sub-
jective feelings among them to explore the structure of
positive emotions. Third, classifications on both main cate-
gories and sub-categories within each main category were
performed to verify the validity of the corresponding
peripheral physiological database using four classifiers with
GSR and PPG features. Sections 4 and 5 present behavioral
results and physiological features, respectively. Section 6
presents the discussion and Section 7 offers the concluding
remark.

3 CONSTRUCTION OF A STANDARDIZED CHINESE

POSITIVE EMOTION DATABASE

3.1 Primary Selection

As summarized in Section 2.2., 16 categories of positive
emotions were initially taken into consideration in our

study: gratitude, interest, hope, pride, amusement, inspi-
ration, awe, romance, friendship, tenderness, aesthetic
appreciation, sympathy, respect, adoration, craving and
relief. Ten research assistants were invited to select film
clips that were representative of these 16 emotion catego-
ries from online film websites (e.g., douban, Mtime).
They were first trained to be familiar with the definition,
the inducing situation and the subjective feelings of dif-
ferent positive emotion categories based on the theoreti-
cal psychological knowledge.

According to [3], different core relational themes (CRTs)
which represent the prototypical “script” associated with
an emotion experience of positive emotions were captured.
These CRTs were adopted in our study to guide the initial
selection of emotion-inducing situation that was displayed
in the video clips. For example, “aware of incongruity” and
“playful with others” were reported to be two core rela-
tional theme items of amusement, and then a clip which
describes a group of male friends dressed up as female
nurses and sneaked into the hospital to cooperate in solving
a case would be suitable for eliciting individual’s amuse-
ment emotion. Similarly, “situation challenged worldview”
and “felt small relative to other” were characterized as two
core relational theme items of amusement, and then a clip
depicts the comparison of the size between galaxies and the
earth in the universe was selected as candidate video clip to
induce awe emotion initially. Meanwhile, “attention
absorbed by novelty” as well as “felt they could explore”
were shown to be two core relational theme items of inter-
est, and thus, a video clip introduces seven of the most
exotic places in the world would provide novelty for the
viewers and stimulate their desire to explore. Moreover,
two core relational theme items of gratitude were “felt
benefited by another’s action” and “wanting to give back”,
and then a public service announcement which tells several
stories about those ordinary little warm segments in life and
good will from strangers would meet the requirements. As
for the emotion categories which were not included in [3],
video clip selection criteria were based on the definition of
the corresponding emotion.

Ten well-trained research assistants were instructed to
select and extract the video clips that were easy to under-
stand and were effective for eliciting at least one of these
positive emotions. All the selected film clips lasted for 1 to
3 minutes with relatively consistent and integrated content
from film or online video websites. Over 1000 video clips
were initially selected. These ten assistants gave an inten-
sity score (from 1 to 9) on target emotion of each video
clip. The Kendall’s W of their rating was 0.75, which
showed relatively high consistency among ten raters.
Afterwards, three experts with previous experiences in
emotion assessment were invited to screen all these film
clips for their intelligibility (viewers can easily understand
the thematic contents without additional explanation) and
discreteness (they were likely to elicit a specific reported
emotional state) [42]. Finally, 42 video clips were selected
and each of them was selected with the consent of at least
two of the three experts. All these 42 film clips were named
as emotional categories and numbered such as “awe-01”,
“interest-02” and so on. The screening process of video
clips was presented in Fig. 1.
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3.2 Experiment for Further Evaluation

3.2.1 Participants

A total of 319 undergraduate and graduate students partici-
pated in the current experiment, seven of them were
excluded due to their casual response and incomprehension
of contents of video clips according to subjective ratings
and detection questions. Finally, a sample of 312 people
was obtained (156 males and 156 females), whose average
age was 21.6 years (range ¼ 18-30, SD ¼ 2.2). All the partici-
pants were healthy without reported emotional problems
recently such as depression and anxiety which might influ-
ence experimental results. The Ethical approval was sup-
ported by the Institutional Review Board of the Institute of
Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. All the partici-
pants agreed to take part in the experiment willingly. They
were told the entire procedure of the experiment and had
the right to withdraw from the experiment at any time.

3.2.2 Experimental Procedure and Behavioral

Measures

The experiment was carried out by several people in sub-
groups (1 to 7 participants) in a quiet room. Each participant
was equipped with a keyboard, mouse and sound-proof
headset to watch the video clips separately and make a
response after watching each video clip. The film clips were
displayed on a 15-inch color liquid crystal display screen
which was placed 70 centimeters above the ground. The
participants were separated by a clapboard and they were
asked to watch the video clips carefully without talking or
influencing others.

Upon arrival, participants were asked to have a short
break to calm their minds and wait till everyone in the sub-
group arrived. The experimenter explained the whole pro-
cedure of the experiment to make sure that all the
participants understand experimental intentions as well as
some key options and considerations. After that, partici-
pants signed informed consents and fulfilled a short basic
information questionnaire (such as age and gender) online.
Then, each participant wore the smart wristwatch with the
help of experimenters. The participants were asked to keep
watch-wearing hands free from strenuous exercise during
watching video clips.

A practice trial was arranged before formal watching and
evaluations in order to make participants familiar with the
experimental procedure. Then the video clips were pre-
sented sequentially to participants. The 42 film excerpts
were pseudo-randomly assigned to four subgroups (each
subgroup contains 11 or 12 video clips). Within these

subgroups, video clips belonging to the same category were
not presented continuously. Each participant was randomly
assigned to one of the groups. The number of participants
in the four subgroups was balanced in total. The gender
was balanced for each film clip as well. Two participants
with adjacent seats were arranged to watch video clips of
different subgroups.

Before watching each video clip, participants were asked
to complete an operation of adding and subtracting twelve
numbers as a distraction task to eliminate the effect of the
previous film clip on the current one. They were asked to
enter the answer of the operation in the answer box on the
screen (each person was assigned a pen and paper for calcu-
lation). Then they were instructed to rest for half a minute
quietly in order to record baseline data and make prepara-
tions for watching next video clip. A beep sound indicated
the end of the rest. If participants were ready, they could
press the “next” button on the screen to watch the video
clip.

After each video clip, participants were asked to rate the
intensity of each target emotion (the emotion category that
the corresponding film clip aims to elicit) using Emotion
Evaluation Scale (EES) based on previous studies [21], [69].
A total of 16 items corresponding to 16 target positive emo-
tion categories (gratitude, interest, hope, pride, amusement,
inspiration, awe, romance, friendship, tenderness, aesthetic
appreciation, sympathy, respect, adoration, craving and
relief) constitute the scale. The participants were asked to
evaluate the intensity of their subjective emotional feelings
on all items after viewing each film clip on a 9-point scale (1
¼ “not at all”, 9 ¼ “extremely”). The instruction of this EES
were “Please choose the intensity of each of the following
emotions based on your current feelings” and “Please make
sure that the emotion intensity is based on your own subjec-
tive feelings other than the mood of the protagonist in the
video”, and “No matter you know what emotion this video
is trying to convey or not, you only evaluate whether you
actually experience each of the following emotions”.

After scaling the emotion evaluation, a detection ques-
tion was presented to participants in order to check whether
they have understood the plot of the video clip or watched
the clip carefully. This question required the participants to
indicate what content of video clips made them feel the
emotion of the moment.

Then, the next trail would repeat the above process until
the experiment was over. The whole experiment would last
for approximate two hours. Laboratory settings and the
experimental procedure for watching video clips see Fig. 2.

3.2.3 Physiological Signals Acquisition and Feature

Extraction

To obtain GSR and PPG signals, the participants wore cus-
tomized designed wristbands (Ergosensing, China) on their
subdominant hands when they watched and rated video
clips. GSR signals were acquired by surface electrodes with
conductive gels at a sampling rate of 40 Hz with a resolution
of 0.01 mS. PPG was measured at a sampling rate of 20 Hz
with reflected green light of 532 nm wavelengh. A total of
42 GSR and 42 PPG features were extracted from original
signal according to previous studies using these two

Fig. 1. The screening process of current positive emotional video clip
database.
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modalities as physiological indicators for emotion recogni-
tion [70], [71].

GSR signals in the acquisition process can easily be con-
taminated with noise signals. We preprocessed the data by
the removal of noises in the process of GSR recording to
retain the effective data segments. Continuous GSR data are
filtered with an empirical iterative algorithm (EIA) filter to
minimize the introduction of noises [72]. Then, GSR signals
were segmented into a number of 5-s time windows with an
80 percent overlap between two successive time windows.
In each time-window, 42 GSR features were extracted (see
Table 1). Finally, to reduce the differences in signal charac-
teristics caused by individual variability, we subtracted the
baseline mean from each segment of the GSR signal and
then mapped into the range [0, 1].

For PPG signals, we chose a 3rd–order bandpass Butter-
worth filter with a lower cutoff frequency of 0.5 Hz and a
higher cutoff frequency of 8 Hz to maximize the retention of
the original signals [73]. Similarly, a 5-s sliding window
with an 80 percent overlap between two consecutive win-
dows was used to segment the filtered and noise-free PPG
data. A total of 42 features were extracted from PPG signals
in each window (also see Table 1).

3.2.4 Data Analysis Method

For the behavioral results, all the data processing was done
through R language. First, hit rate and intensity for each
video clip were computed as previous study [21], [42] which
were firstly examined to exclude video clips with poor
inducing effect. Hit rate is defined as the proportion of
reviewers who rate the target emotion score at least one
point higher than the non-target emotion. Intensity is the
mean level at which the target emotion was rated. Then,
Pearson correlations were calculated among initially
selected emotion categories and the p-values were corrected
according to the false discovery rate (FDR) using Benjamini
and Hochberg’s (BH) method [74].

After that, the k-means clustering algorithm was adopted
in the current study to perform systematic cluster analysis
on all video clips with subjective ratings of each emotion
category from participants as input. The step of k-means
clustering is to randomly select k objects as initial clustering
centers, then calculate the distance between each object and
each seed clustering center, and assign each object to the
nearest clustering center. Cluster centers and objects
assigned to them will be represented as a cluster. Then the
clustering center of the cluster is recalculated according to

the existing objects in the cluster. This process will be
repeated until a termination condition is met (for example,
the within cluster sum of squares is the smallest) [75].

A challenge in k-means clustering is how to select the
optimal number (k) of clusters. In this study, we applied
the NbClust package in R [76], which can provide 30

Fig. 2. Laboratory settings and the timing diagram of the experiment.

TABLE 1
Features Extracted From GSR and PPG Signals

Signal Extracted features

GSR (n ¼ 42) mean, median, standard deviation, variance,
minimum and maximum of skin conductance
responses; mean, median, standard deviation,
variance, minimum and maximum of skin
conductance levels; mean, median, standard
deviation, variance, minimum and maximum
of GSR after filter; the first degree difference
divided mean, median, standard deviation,
variance, minimum and maximum of GSR
signal; the second degree difference divided
mean, median, standard deviation, variance,
minimum and maximum of GSR signal; mean,
median, standard deviation, variance,
minimum and maximum of the first order
derivative of GSR signal; mean, median,
standard deviation, variance, minimum and
maximum of the second order derivative of
GSR signal

PPG (n ¼ 42) mean and standard deviation of time interval
between foot(i) and peak(i) in the ith beat;
mean and standard deviation of time interval
between peak(i) in the ith beat and foot(iþ1) in
the next beat; mean and standard deviation of
time interval between two successive feet in
the ith beat; mean and standard deviation of
reflection time ratio; mean and standard
deviation of area under the waveform from
foot(i) to peak(i) in the ith beat; mean and
standard deviation of area under the
waveform from peak(i) in the ith beat to foot
(iþ1) in the next beat; mean and standard
deviation of area under the waveform in the
whole ith beat; mean and standard deviation
of reflection area ratio; mean and standard
deviation of amplitude between foot(i) and
peak(i) in the ith beat; mean and standard
deviation of amplitude between peak(i) in the
ith beat and foot(iþ1) in the next beat; mean
and standard deviation of height ratio; mean
time interval between peak(i) in the ith beat to
peak(iþ1) in the next beat (IBI); standard
deviation of successive inter-beat interval;
heart rate; root mean square difference of
successive inter-beat interval; number of pairs
of successive IBI that differ by more than 20ms
(N20); the proportion of N20 divided by the
total number of IBI; number of pairs of
successive IBI that differ by more than 50ms
(N50); the proportion of N50 divided by the
total number of IBI; mean, standard deviation,
energy, time duration, bandwidth, time
bandwidth product, dimensionality of PPG
after filter; power density (PS) of very low
frequency (LF) power; PSD of very low
frequency (HF) power; PSD of very low
frequency power; PSD of very low frequency
power; LF/HF
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indexes for determining the optimal number of clusters in
a data set and propose the best clustering scheme from the
different results obtained by varying all combinations of
number of clusters, distance measures (such as
“euclidean”, “maximum”, “manhattan”, “canberra”,
“binary”, “minkowski”), and clustering methods (such as
“ward.D”, “ward.D2”, “single”, “complete”, “average”,
“mcquitty”, “median”, “centroid”, “kmeans”). Here we
chose “kmeans” as clustering method and “euclidean” as
distance. The details and computing methods of all the 30
indexes (containing “CH index”," DB index“,”Duda
index“,” Rubin index“,”Gamma index“,”Hubert index-
”and so on) provided by NbClust can be seen from [76],
which would be cumbersome to present them concretely
in the current section. For example, The Davies and Boul-
din index (DB index) is calculated as the ratio of the sum
of within-cluster scatter to between-cluster separation and
the Rubin index is a function of the ratio of the determi-
nant of the total sum of squares and cross products matrix
to the determinant of the pooled within cluster matrix.
And origin emotion subcategories can be clustered into
several reasonable major categories according to the result
of NbClust. And each origin emotion category will belong
to a major emotion category after clustering.

Then, success index was computed by following previ-
ous research to select the best video clips into the final data-
base after clustering analysis [42]. Success index was
defined as the sum of two z-scores derived from normaliz-
ing the hit rate and the intensity. For the finally selected
video clips, a series of one-way ANOVAs were conducted
to examine the differences in the ratings between target
emotion of major category and non-target major category to
conduct final verification. And demographic differences
were also tested on the behavioral data of the final selected
video clips.

As for GSR and PPG features, extracted features were
entered into four representative models to predict positive
emotion category, including traditional machine learning
and neural network methods, i.e., random forest (RF) [77],
support vector machine (SVM) [78], deep boltzmann
machine (DBN) [79] and long short-term memory network
(LSTM) [80]. Table 2 showed the details of parameters used

in different classifiers. Grid search was used to find a better
parameter combination for classification with traditional
machine learning methods.

For random forest, we searched the optimal number of
estimators and features which were essential to classifica-
tion. As for SVM, to select useful features, Linear Discrimi-
nant Analysis (LDA) was applied [75], which projected the
original samples to a lower-dimensional sample space for
simultaneously select best features and achieve the best
classification performance. Then, these features are input
into SVM to classify emotion categories. Neural network
was also applied to current emotion classification task. DBN
is consist of restricted boltzmann machines [81], which has
the potential to differ close-related emotion categories. We
designed hidden layers and hidden units to improve the
learning ability of the network and set proper learning rate
to help the model converge to optimal solution. More
parameter details were shown in Table 2. Lastly, as an
improvement of recurrent neural network (RNN), LSTM
can keep useful information through the whole training
phase via special memory cell structure. And sequence data
can be processed effectively using LSTM. We cropped
movie clips with 10-datapoint as one timestep and then fed
them into dedicated design model. Note that we added a
dropout layer between LSTM layers to prevent overfitting
and used a dense layer to achieve final classification task.

All models were built in python. we applied scikit-learn
[82] for RF and SVM, nolearn [83] for DBN and keras [84] for
LSTM. Three groups of features (GSR features only, PPG fea-
tures only, both GSR and PPG features) were entered into
classifiers separately to compare the performance of recog-
nizing positive emotions using PPG, GSR signals separately
or holistically. Ten-fold subject-independent cross validation
was utilized. Data set of 303 (9 out of 312 physiological sam-
ple were excluded due to recording error) participants were
randomly partitioned into 10 subsets (nine for 30 partici-
pants and one for 33 participants). Within 10 subsets, one
subset was retained as the validation data for model testing,
and the remaining nine subsets were used as training data.
The procedure was repeated 10 times, with each of the 10
subsets used exactly once as the validation data. Besides clas-
sification accuracy, we also calculated F1 score to show the

TABLE 2.
Parameter Details of Four Classifier Selected

Classifiers Signal Parameter details

RF GSRþPPG search estimators in range [10170] with step 40 and features in range [10,70] with step 20.

GSR search estimators in range [10120] with step 40 and features in range [10,40] with step 20.

PPG search estimators in range [10120] with step 40 and features in range [10,20] with step 20

SVM GSRþPPG search space 2½�5;5� with step 2 in C, rbf kernel

GSR search space 2½�5;5� with step 2 in C, rbf kernel

PPG search space 2½�5;5� with step 2 in C, rbf kernel

DBN GSRþPPG structure with two hidden layers:[60,40], learn_rates ¼ 0.05,learn_rate_decays ¼ 0.9,epochs ¼ 50

GSR structure with two hidden layers:[60,30], learn_rates ¼ 0.05,learn_rate_decays ¼ 0.9,epochs ¼ 50

PPG structure with two hidden layer:[60,30], learn_rates ¼ 0.05,learn_rate_decays¼ 0.9,epochs ¼ 50

LSTM GSRþPPG structure with two lstm layers:[256128],add dropout(0.2) and dense layer, learning rate ¼ 0.001, epoch ¼ 20

GSR structure with two lstm layers:[256,64], add dropout(0.2) and dense layer, learning rate ¼ 0.001, epoch ¼ 20

PPG structure with two lstm layers:[256,64],add dropout(0.2) and dense layer, learning rate ¼ 0.0001, epoch ¼ 15
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balance of precision and recall in each class k.

F1k ¼ 2� precisionk � recallk
precisionk þ recallk

F1 ¼ 1

n

Xn

k¼1

F1k

4 BEHAVIORAL RESULTS

4.1 Hit Rate and Intensity

First, according to the hit rate, four video clips were
removed from the database due to low hit rate including
gratitude-02 (1.30 percent), relief-01 (1.28 percent), relief-02
(2.53 percent) and relief-03 (4.00 percent).

Second, according to the result of intensity, several video
clips were also removed from the database because of low
intensity or a lower rating for target emotion than non-tar-
get emotion. Specifically, amusement-04 (5.45) and hope-02
(3.33) were removed due to low intensity scores. Sympathy-
01 was removed because the rating for sympathy (5.50) was
lower than tenderness (6.13). Similarly, interest-03 was also
removed from further analysis because the rating for inter-
est (4.82) was lower than aesthetic appreciation (5.96).
Finally, 34 video clips that met the initial standards of our
database were selected.

4.2 Correlations Among Positive Emotion
Categories

Although a total of 15 discrete positive emotion categories
(note that all the video clips of relief were removed) were
considered, the subjective feelings of different positive emo-
tions were highly correlated [8], as a result of which it will
lead to low hit rate and similar intensity. For example,
when people respect a national hero, they may be proud
that their country has such a hero. But respect and pride are
two discrete positive emotions. Thus, Pearson correlations
were calculated among 15 positive emotion categories.

There were significant correlations between the majori-
ties of positive emotion categories (see Table 3). For exam-
ple, respect, craving, adoration, amusement, hope and

gratitude were significantly correlated with each other (ps <
.01). In addition, it was found that awe was significantly cor-
related with other positive categories (ps < .01) except
romance and friendship. Pride was significantly correlated
with other positive categories (ps < .01) except romance.
Apart from that, romance was significantly correlated with
other positive categories (ps < .01) except sympathy, respect
and adoration. Except for this, inspiration was significantly
correlated with other positive categories (ps < .01) except
amusement. Interest was significantly correlated with other
positive categories (ps < .01) except sympathy. Sympathy
was significantly correlated with other positive categories
(ps < .01) except sympathy.

As for the coefficient size and direction of correlation,
visualization was performed with an R package called corr-
plot which could provide a method of reordering correla-
tion matrices and displaying saliency levels with color in
correlation graphs [85]. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that some

TABLE 3
Pearson Correlation Coefficient and Significance (��p < .01, �p < .05) Among Positive Emotion Categories

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1 Tenderness 1
2 Awe .053

�� 1
3 Pride .001 .456

�� 1
4 Romance .141

�� -.020 -.001 1
5 Inspiration -.008 .115

�� .058
�� .063

�� 1
6 Friendship .180

�� .029 .077
�� .157

�� .074
�� 1

7 Interest .019 .207
�� .152

�� .081
�� .413

�� .145
�� 1

8 Sympathy .321
�� .089

�� -.001 -.004 -.038
�

.167
�� -.026 1

9 Aesthetic -.027 .240
�� .089

�� .092
�� .391

�� .043
�

.425
�� -.143

�� 1
10 Respect .188

�� .554
�� .587

�� .007 .043
�

.058
�� .156

�� .168
�� .072

�� 1
11 Craving .112

�� .209
�� .195

�� .226
�� .289

�� .110
�� .360

�� .013 .419
�� .210

�� 1
12 Adoration -.030 .465

�� .577
�� .019 .160

�� .064
�� .273

�� -.004 .170
�� .616

�� .311
�� 1

13 Amusement -.078
�� -.192

�� -.141
�� .081

�� -.011 .198
�� .174

�� -.046
�� -.100

�� -.174
�� -.078

�� -.108
�� 1

14 Hope .153
�� .322

�� .409
�� .132

�� .264
�� .165

�� .258
�� .131

�� .250
�� .414

�� .415
�� .372

�� -.101
�� 1

15 Gratitude .386
�� .369

�� .493
�� .039

�
.086

�� .145
�� .158

�� .203
�� .086

�� .579
�� .220

�� .401
�� -.131

�� .484
�� 1

Fig. 3. The size and direction of the correlation between positive catego-
ries were represented by color. Blue represents positive correlation, red
represents negative correlation, and the deeper the color, the higher the
degree of correlation.
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structural relationship may exist within the correlations
among these positive emotion categories, which was
reflected in the fact that similar colors could form larger
color blocks. Thus, a cluster analysis was performed to
explore the structure of positive categories based on subjec-
tive feelings reported by participants.

4.3 Systematic Cluster Analysis

NbClust package was utilized to determine the best number
of clusters of these 34 video clips in 15 positive emotion cat-
egories [76]. The result showed that clustering into four cat-
egories was the most appropriate, because there were up to
six indexes supporting clustering into four categories,
which was the largest number of indexes.

Then the k-means clusteringwith the number of clusters set
to 4 was performed, leading to four major categories created.
The results revealed that amusement-01, amusement-02,
amusement-03, friendship-01 and friendship-02 were
grouped into cluster-1. Tenderness-01, tenderness-02, grati-
tude-01, romance-01, hope-01, hope-02, sympathy-02 and
sympathy-03 were grouped into cluster-2. Awe-01, awe-02,
awe-03, inspiration-01, inspiration-02, inspiration-03, aesthetic
appreciation-01, interest-01, interest-02, interest-04, craving-
01, craving-02, craving-03 and adoration-01 were grouped
into cluster-3. And respect-01, respect-02, pride-01, pride-02,
pride-03 aswell as pride-04were grouped into cluster-4.

As shown in Fig. 4, four centroids were dispersed. More-
over, video clips belonging to the same emotion category
were clustered into the same bigger category at the same
time. Therefore, the current results of clusteringwere reason-
able. In terms of theoretical expectations, positive emotion
categories in the cluster-1 can be defined as “fun”, which is
more related to funny things happening to people. Positive
emotion categories in the cluster-2 can be named as
“empathy”, which represents a large group of emotions to
experience the feelings of others. The positive emotion cate-
gories in the cluster-3 are related to inspiration and creation,
in which people can see a broader world. The cluster-3 can
be named as “creativity”. As for positive emotion categories
in the cluster-4, they represent the value evaluation and

affective preference for both other people and self, which can
be named as “esteem”. From this perspective, the clustering
results also accordedwith the theoretical expectations.

4.4 Success Index and Final Database

Since each video clip was clustered into a new major cate-
gory, both the hit rate and the intensity were recalculated.
Then the new target emotion was reset to the mean of each
original subcategory contained under the major category.
For example, the target emotion of fun was computed as the
average ratings of amusement and friendship, and the tar-
get emotion of esteem was computed as the average ratings
of respect and pride. Then the success index was computed
within each major category to select best video clips under
each major category. Finally, video clips with success scores
greater than zero could enter the database. And a total of 22
video clips from four major positive emotion categories
formed final database (see Appendix, which can be found
on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieee-
computersociety.org/10.1109/TAFFC.2021.3088523).

For video clips in the final database, all video clips were
rated significantly higher on target emotion than non-target
emotion (ps < .001) for the final database, which could indi-
rectly reflect the validity of clustering and the independence
of four major categories.

And for the gender difference, results did not reveal sig-
nificant differences between men and women in their mean
ratings of both original and major category target emotions
for most video clips. Only two video clips showed signifi-
cant gender differences. Men reported more amusement
than women in response to amusement-01 (p ¼ .029),
whereas women reported more amusement than men in
response to amusement-03 (p ¼ .035). Men also reported
more fun than women in response to amusement-01 (p ¼
.016). As for the difference between participants majoring in
arts or science, no significant differences were found for
most video clips as well. Resulted only indicated that partic-
ipants who majored in science reported more awe than
those who majored in arts (p ¼ .026).

5 PHYSIOLOGICAL RESULTS OF FINAL DATABASE

A total of 84 features were extracted from GSR and PPG
signals by following previous studies [61], [86]. For some
basic features such as average heart rate, average PPG, aver-
age GSR, and average 1st-order derivative of GSR (see
Appendix, available in the online supplemental material),
demographic differences were firstly tested on these physio-
logical features of each video clip in the final database. For
the gender difference, the average heart rate of men was sig-
nificantly lower than women (p ¼ .017) during their watch-
ing of amusement-01. The average heart rate of men was
significantly lower than women (p ¼ .038) during their
watching of craving-03. Apart from that, no significant dif-
ferences were found between men and women on physio-
logical features. As for the difference between participants
majoring in arts or science, no significant differences were
found for all the video clips in the final database.

Second, the time series of four major emotion categories
were also presented in Fig. 5. Since the plot of the movie is
progressing with time, the inducing effect of emotion is also

Fig. 4. The result of systematic cluster analysis (K-mean) according to
subjective ratings on positive emotion categories. 34 video clips were
clustered into four clusters which had the most supporting index.
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accumulated with time. Usually the intensity of the viewer’s
emotional feelings reaches a climax at the end of the emo-
tional video. Thus, within each major category, the physio-
logical data of all videos in the last 50 seconds was averaged
to explore the difference between four categories. For the
average heart rate, it can be seen from Fig. 5 that the creativ-
ity and esteem category were higher than fun and the crea-
tivity category showed greater variability than other
emotion categories during last 50 second of video clips.

The recognition of different positive emotional states
using physiological signals were performed on the final data-
basewith fourmain positive emotion categories and 22 video
clips. The results of 10-fold subject-independent cross valida-
tion using four classifiers on GSR and PPG features were
shown in Table 4. Both classification results on fourmain cat-
egories (empathy, creativity, fun and esteem) and within
each main category were presented. As for the four main cat-
egories recognition, both DBN classifier with GSR features
only and SVM classifier with GSRþPPG features achieved
the best classification accuracy (44.66 percent), and LSTM
with PPG features achieved the best F1 score (24.19 percent).

Within each major emotion category, DBN classifier with
GSR features outperformed the other three classifiers in
binary classification. The best F1 scores (79.91 percent
within fun category and 86.05 percent within esteem cate-
gory) and classification accuracy (66.65 percent within fun

category and 75.56 percent within esteem category) were
obtained. On the other hand, although DBN and LSTM clas-
sifiers achieved better classification accuracies in multi-class
recognition within empathy or within creativity category,
RF classifier achieved the best F1 scores (27.28 percent
within empathy and 22.09 percent within creativity) using
GSRþPPG features. These results showed that RF classifier
achieved a more balanced recognition pattern between clas-
sification accuracies and F1 scores when PPG features were
entered into the feature pool.

6 DISCUSSION

The presented study established a video clip-based database
for positive emotion analysis through an emotional video
clip evaluation experiment. Both subjective rating scores of
target emotion and objective peripheral physiological data
(GSR and PPG) were recorded. There are two major contri-
butions of the presented study. First, effective eliciting video
clips specifically for positive emotions were established
based on a large sample size. Subjective rating data collected
from over 300 participants showed that highly correlated
positive emotion categories could be clustered into four
major positive categories (fun, empathy, esteem and creativ-
ity), which classified the structure of positive emotions sys-
tematically. Second, a peripheral physiological database
corresponding to video clip database was also created for
further emotional analysis.

For the original positive emotion categories, our database
is better than existing databases from two perspectives. On
one hand, a total of 15 original categories were eventually
selected in the presented database (awe, gratitude, tender-
ness, friendship, romance, sympathy, pride, inspiration, inter-
est, aesthetic appreciation, respect, adoration, craving, hope,
and amusement), whichwas larger than positive emotion cat-
egories in previous databases [33], [39], [42]. This larger num-
ber indicated the possibility of inducing more discrete
positive emotional categories using video clips. On the other
hand, our criteria for screening video materials are more

Fig. 5. The time series of average heart rate of four positive emotion cat-
egories (the shadow areas represent the range between maximum and
minimum values).

TABLE 4
The Performance of Four Classifiers Using GSR and PPG Features on Four Main Categories and Within Each Main Category

(the Highest Scores Were Bold, the More Balanced Results Were Highlighted)
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stringent than positive emotion-inducing materials that used
in previous study [33] based on hit rate, intensity and success
index. What’s more, only two amusing clips in the presented
database showed demographic differences in subjective rat-
ings, which reflected the universality of our materials. This
difference might be due to the fact that female audiences pre-
fermale protagonistswhilemale audiences prefer female pro-
tagonists. As for awe,manymagnificent landscapes appear in
the video clips, and arts students have lower intensity of feel-
ings for this kind of scene compared with science students. It
might be due to the fact that arts students have a deeper
understanding of beauty than science students.

However, it has to be pointed out that certain positive
emotional state is still not suitable to be induced by video
materials, such as relief. The possible explanation is that
relief often occurs after a painful experience, so most of the
time the video clips viewed by participants were to induce
negative emotional experience. Meanwhile the final episode
that intended to induce relief was very short.

Since most of the existing positive emotional materials
were designed for Western, especially for English-speaking
participants, the common emotional feelings among different
cultures were considered in the presented database. Most of
the films selected in current database are in Chinese. Such a
comprehensive standardized database of positive emotional
film clips could reflect East Asian cultures to some extent.

For the structure of positive emotion categories, our result
found that four categories were the best structure according
to the subjective feelings. Although it’s a data-driven process,
the result of clustering was in linewith the theoretical expect-
ations to some extent. However, this four-category positive
emotion system was different from the three-category result
reported by previous study [33]. In their study, according to
the EEG response, different positive emotions were clustered
into three major categories, as ‘encouragement’ for awe, grat-
itude, hope, inspiration, pride, ‘playfulness’ for amusement,
joy, interest, and ‘harmony’ for love, serenity [33]. Only
‘playfulness’ categorywas similar to the ‘fun’ category in cur-
rent database. Since both subjective feeling and physiological
arousal are important components of emotional experience.
This result might indicate that the subjective experience and
the central nervous system response of intensive positive
emotions are separated. To be specific, those positive emo-
tions that share similar subjective feeling may have different
neurological response. We will explore this direction in
future studies. Nevertheless, the present study still provides
implications for labeling positive emotions more accurately
using both original categories and higher-level major cate-
gory, since subjective feelings are the most direct for emo-
tional experiencers.

Apart from behavioral result of subjective evaluation, the
present study also provided evidence for recognizing differ-
ent positive emotion categories using GSR and PPG fea-
tures. A baseline classification result of 44.66 percent was
obtained between four major emotion categories, indicating
that different positive emotional states showed different
physiological patterns in addition to subjective feelings.

Previous studies used GSR and PPG signals to recognize
negative emotional states (e.g., sad, stressful [87], [88]), and
reported that PPG features performed better than GSR in dis-
tinguishing positive emotions and negative emotions [89].

The current study, by contrast, showed that these twomodal-
ities were able to recognize different positive emotional
states, and GSR features performed better than PPG or com-
bined features in some cases. One possible explanation is that
GSR is more correlated with the activation of some brain
regions such as ventromedial prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal
cortex, left primary motor cortex, and the anterior and poste-
rior cingulate, which could better represent the process of
positive emotional experience [90].Whereas PPG ismore cor-
relatedwith the sympatho/vagal balance, which could repre-
sent the process of negative emotional experience better [91].

The classification performance on four main categories
was inconsistent. The unbalanced results between higher
classification accuracies andmuch lower F1 scoresmight due
to the imbalance of sample size within four main categories.
Four or five video clips were included in empathy and crea-
tivity, while only two video clips were included in fun and
esteem according to the success index. Within each emotion
category, DBN classifier with GSR features outperformed the
other three classifiers in two binary classifications (fun and
esteem categories). One possible reason is that DBN could
handle more non-linear situations in positive emotion recog-
nition, which yields a more accurate affective model using
physiological features [27]. On the other hand, RF classifier
with combined GSR and PPG features achieved more bal-
ancedmulti-class recognition results (empathy and creativity
categories) than DBN and LSTM classifiers. It is possible that
DBN and LSTM classifiers are easy to fall into the local opti-
mal solution when the categories are not balanced, whereas
the ensemble design of RF classifier can get grid of inherent
shortcomings of a singlemodel.

Last but not the least, some limitations of the current study
and future prospects were discussed as below. Admittedly,
there is no standard and generally acknowledged emotion
structure to characterize positive emotions from the perspec-
tive of both psychology and affective computing. This work
aimed to collect as much positive emotion labels which were
suitable to be elicited by video materials as possible from
existing studies. The positive labels in the current studywere
mainly based on cognitive concepts learned and shared in
multimedia materials, and the structure of positive emotions
built by the current study was not a theoretical framework.
More emotional categories derived from the structure in the
frame of positive emotions can be explored in future studies.
Secondly, there remains a scope for improvement of the rec-
ognition results obtained in the current study. More nonlin-
ear features can be extracted andmore appropriate classifiers
can be developed and compared in future studies. Third, the
current database was constructed with a graduate and
undergraduate student sample, which might limit the gener-
alizability in real application since people of different ages
and educational backgrounds might have different feelings
about the same emotional video.

Also, it has to be pointed out that the expression and
arousal of positive emotion is rich and diverse, and the
peripheral physiological response is only one aspect among
them. For example, previous study [92] has found that dif-
ferent positive emotions can be represented by facial expres-
sions and it showed that smiles and laughs occurred in all
16 positive emotions proposed by Ekman [93] which was
different from the presented study. Thus, it provided the
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possibility of positive emotion recognition using multi-
modal signals in addition to peripheral physiological modal
used in current study. However, positive emotions are cor-
related with each other in terms of subjective ratings and
physiological response according to the current results,
which brings forward higher requirements for the recogni-
tion of positive emotions.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper we present a comprehensive study to establish a
Chinese positive emotion database (CPED). Our study
showed that positive emotions were highly correlated and
could be clustered into four major categories (empathy, crea-
tivity, fun and esteem) based on the participants’ subjective
feelings. A total of 22 video clips that can successfully elicit
these four major positive emotion categories were selected to
form CPED database. GSR and PPG signals were collected
when participants were watching video clips. As a baseline
evaluation, a classification accuracy of 44.66 percent was
achieved for four major categories of positive emotions.
Within fun and esteem categories, DBN classifier with GSR
features outperformed the other three classifiers in binary
classification, while RF classifier with GSR and PPG features
achieved more balanced multi-class recognition results
within empathy and creativity categories than other classi-
fiers. The advantage of CPED is to elicit more positive emo-
tions using representative video clips with smaller individual
differences of subjective feelings than the existing databases.
With these standardized positive emotion-inducing materi-
als, physiological signals (e.g., EEG) and behavioral data (e.g.,
facial expression) could be collected to investigate the under-
lying neural and behavioral mechanisms of positive emotion
categories and to develop a positive emotion recognition sys-
tem for further emotion analysis and interaction.
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